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MOUNT BATTEN, PLYMOUTH: 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD EVALUATION OF ZONE D 

L INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This report sets out the results of an archaeological field evaluation carried out by AC 

archaeology in December 1995 on part of the former RAF station at Mount Batten 

(SX 492 530), now wholly transferred into the ownership of the Plymouth 

Development Corporation (PDC). The majority of the promontory lies within the 

Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM) 10506, which encompasses the prehistoric and 

Romano-British settlement, port oftrade, cemetery and 17th-century artillery fort. 

Within the scheduled portion of the site there is an area identified as Zone D (Fig. 1 ), 

where proposals being actively considered include the resurfacing I rebuilding of an 

existing roadway and the construction of an additional building for use as part of a 

proposed sailing centre. The specific objective of archaeological evaluation within the 

zone was to provide information on the quality, importance, extent, nature and survival 

of archaeological deposits for an area within which development options are under 

active review. 

1.2 For the purposes of the archaeological e~aluation, the boundaries of ZoneD have been 

drawn to encompass an area defined by visible topographic features: the hangars to the 

east; the concrete apron fronting Clovelly Bay to the north; the line of a former access 

road to the south; the sunken pathway leading from that road to the former Sergeants' 

Mess building to the west. In all, ZoneD extends to some 3,450m2
• 

1.3 The scope of work for the evaluation is set out in the Archaeological Project Design 

(the Design), prepared by AC archaeology in consultation with the Plymouth City 

Archaeological Officer and included here as Appendix 1. The evaluation was 

undertaken in accordance with a Scheduled Monument class consent based on the 

content of the Design and subsequent clarification (correspondence between PDC and 

English Heritage held in project archive). 
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2.1 

2.2 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

Earlier archaeological investigations, both as part ofthe current programme ofworks 

and during the military usage of the base, have sought to define and examine the area 

oflate prehistoric and Roman occupation, first described in 1887 and apparently 

centred on Zone D. The general area is marked on Ordnance Survey maps of 1905 as 

"Kitchen Midden", comprising a series of refuse deposits including shells, pottery and 

fragmentary metalwork. It is likely that many of the artefacts recovered in the 19th 

and early 20th centuries and given only a general provenance to the Mount Batten 

peninsula were derived from these deposits. 

The systematic excavations carried out in the time prior to the decommissioning of the 

military base have been described by Cunliffe (1988), who also reassessed the 

significance of the earlier finds. Although totalling no more than 35m2 overall, three 

trenche~ (shown on Fig. 2) excavated in the 1980s provided an indication of the depth, 

date range and content of the mid den deposits. These proved to comprise a sequence 

of layers dating from the Late Bronze Age to the later Iron Age, sealed by soil deposits 

accumulated from the Roman period onwards. Within the prehistoric build-up, 

metalled or compacted surfaces and post-holes were recognised, and, in addition to 

marine mollusc shells and pottery, numerous fragments of copper alloy sheet and other 

probable metal scrap were also found. 

2.4 Further, superficial examination of the mid den deposits has been made in 1994 and 

I 995 during the demolition of redundant military buildings and construction of the 

Mount Batten spine road (Hawkes 1994 ~ Hawkes and Cotton in prep). In both cases, 

archaeological investigation was limited to the examination of deposits revealed by 

demolition or construction work, with no invasive excavation into levels which would 

not otherwise have been disturbed. As a consequence, the results from these later 

exercises have mapped the distribution of the upper (Roman) deposits, clarifying the 

extent of the midden but providing comparatively little additional information on its 

structure and composition. However, as there had been no disturbances within the car 
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2.5 

2.6 

3.1 

park area which is the focus of the present observations, the extent ofthe midden 

eastwards and northwards has not hitherto been clarified in the current campaign .. 

Expectations that midden deposits extend across Zone D towards the Cattewater 

shoreline are largely based on a written repmt by T.V. Hodgson to Plymouth Museum 

and Art Gallery in 1919, and a subsequent manuscript by the same author dating to the 

mid 1920s. In an account of observations and excavations carried out immediately 

after the First World War, Hodgson describes the midden extending thus: 

"To the eastward of the [Castle] Inn [now the former Sergeants' Mess 
building], and on the north, or Cattewater shore, it was exposed in a low cliff, 
washed by the sea, and yielded quantities of bones, teeth, limpet and other 
shells, and occasional fragments of pottery ... " 

Notwithstanding subsequent modifications to the Cattewater frontage, the 

observations suggest that the midden continued to a point close to the then shoreline. 

Within the area of ZoneD, the known history of 20th-century building can be traced 

by means of a series of military plans dating from 1917 onwards. These structures and 

their perceived and actual impact on the midden deposits are considered in further 

detail in Section 6, below. It was anticipated that the trench layout adopted for the 

evaluation would expose areas of disturbance caused by previous groundslabs and 

footings trenches which would allow some examination of the mid den deposits without 

the removal of pre-modern stratigraphy. 

THE EVALUATION DESIGN 

The evaluation has sought to assess the likely impact of two elements of proposed 

development: the resurfacing or rebuilding of the existing of the existing roadway 

immediately west of the hangars~ the construction of a new building, the precise 

dimensions and location to be determined, but generally within the area of a 

tarmac-covered car park at the northern edge of the Zone. 
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3.2 The trench layout, shown on Fig. 2, was intended to provide information on the 

presence I absence, survival and nature of archaeological deposits. The pattern of 

trenching was designed to examine the likely location of the proposed building 

(Trenches 1 to 4 inclusive) and the roadway (Trench 5). Additional short machine-dug 

trenches (Trenches 6 to 8 inclusive) were excavated in the upper, south-eastern part of 

the site where previous observations of surfaces exposed by the demolition of 

redundant military building had not clarified the extent of mid den deposits. 

4. THE EXCAVATIONS 

4.1 The edges of Trenches 1 to 5 inclusive were cut through tarmac with a roadsaw, and 

the blacktop surface together with the make-up and foundation layers were removed 

by mechanical excavator working under constant archaeological supervision. Thin 

deposits of sterile soil underlying the road and car park were also removed by machine, 

as were, the deeper foundations of part of a former air raid shelter in Trench 4. In all 

cases, machining was halted at levels where the prehistoric I Roman midden deposits 

were recognised and above the level of a series of 17th-century burials which occurred 

extensively across the site. Trenches 6 to 8 inclusive were dug by a supervised 

mechanical excavator within a grassed area and through backfilled waste from 

19th-century quarries. 

4.2 Subsequent hand-excavation was limited to avoid the unnecessary removal of 

pre-modern deposits. The bases of all the trenches were cleaned by trowelling to 

expose the surface of the mid den material and the 17th-century burials and planned at 

1:20 with detailed drawings of selected portions at 1: 10. Finds (a term used here in 

the sense of manufactured items or artefacts and not including ecofacts such as animal 

bone and shells) were systematically collected from the midden surface, and the burials 

were recorded and drawn but left in situ. Intrusive features of recent date were 

emptied to enable exposures to made of the mid den profile, and the exposed faces of 

the trenches were cleaned and drawn at a scale of 1:20 with detailed drawings of 

selected portions at 1:10. 
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4.3 It will be convenient to consider the evaluation trenches under fou r headings: 

• 

• 

• 

Trenches 1 to 3 inclusive, dug in the tarmac car park area 

Trench 4, joining Trenches 3 and 5, a large part of which was occupied by the 
end of a former air raid shelter 

Trench 5, dug along the length of the roadway proposed for resurfacing 

• Trenches 6 to 8 inclusive, dug into areas of known and supposed quarry waste 

Trenches 1 to 3 Inclusive 

4.4.1 The three trenches were each intended to be 25m x 1.40m (1.50m wide as actually 

dug), equidistantly spaced across the available area and running downslope to the 

north and east as far as the concrete apron fronting the hangars on the Cattewater 

shoreline. An existing low brick wall running across the site necessitated a break in the 

length df Trenches 1 and 2, but the trenches were otherwise excavated as intended. A 

consistent depth of 0. 20m of tarmac and sub-base overlay intermittent deposits of 

rubble. Underlying the sub-base or rubble was an undisturbed, sterile silty clay soil up 

to 0.30m thick. Removal of these deposits by machine and hand clearance exposed the 

surviving surface of the mid den over the majority of the area of all three trenches 

generally at depths between 0. 50m and 0. 70m as measured from the existing tarmac 

surface. 

4.4.2 It had been anticipated that the presence of foundations of earlier military buildings 

would provide opportunities to examine exposed sections of the mid den without 

removing pre-modern deposits (the extent of the military buildings is discussed in more 

detail in Section 6 below). However, only one area of disturbance of limited extent 

was identified in Trench 2~ elsewhere, there was no evidence that foundations had 

penetrated into the midden deposits. 
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4.4.3 Deposits revealed may be characterised as follows: 

Cemetery Deposits: machining was halted at depths where it became apparent that 
deposits relating to the 17th-century burial ground were being encountered. On 
occasion, subsequent hand-cleaning was able to define grave cuts filled with a 
yellow-brown clay silt with few coarse inclusions; however, the similarity ofthe grave 
fill to the surrounding prehistoric I Roman midden material meant that it was not 
always possible to identify the line of the cut. Human bone exposed was recorded and 
planned, but not lifted. 

Midden Deposits: machine-digging and subsequent hand-clearance revealed the 
upper level of the midden deposit over wide areas of the trenches. In general, the soils 
exposed were a reasonably uniform mid to dark brown silt or silty clay, although the 
proportion of stone and other inclusions did vary. Coarse components typically 
comprised limestone fragments up to 1 OOnun across (often constituting some 20% of 
the surface of the rnidden) and shells, principally limpets but with some oyster, 
comprising between 5% and 10% of the deposit. Animal bone was present but only in 
sparse quantities. Only in small localised areas had superficial disturbance been 
sufficiently deep to remove the uppermost levels to reveal earlier midden deposits 
(more fully described in sections below). 

Pre-Midden Deposits: levels underlying and pre-dating the midden deposit were 
noted only in truncations at the west end of the three trenches (where layers include 
earlier soils, raised beach deposits and limestone bedrock and probable natural clay at 
the base of the profile revealed in the sides of a deep disturbance near the centre of 
Trench 2 . 

4.4.4 Trench 1 (Fig. 3) 

The very western end of Trench 1 had been truncated by quarrying, machine-stripping 

revealing a 2m-length of quarry waste of indeterminate depth. lt is believed that this 

marks the edge of a substantial 19th-century quarry extending to the south and west. 

Within the trench, six separate areas of deposits relating to the 17th-century cemetery 

were recorded. These are set out in Table 2, which also gives the depth at which the 

remains were encountered related to existing levels and Ordnance Survey datum. 
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Human Remains 

123 106/107 Two adults, supine and e:dended, orientated 7.94m 0.60m 
E-W. 

n/a 110/111 Adult, supine and e)l.1ended, orientated 7.88m 0.60m 
SW-NE 

113 n/a Fragmentary bone within soil spread 7.00m 0.40m 

114 n/a Fragmentary bone within soil spread 6.62m 0.45m 

n/a 115/116 Three skulls; articulated remains may lie at 6.12m 0.65m 
unexposed depths 

n/a 117/118 Adult, supine and extended, skull missing, 5.94m 0.60m 
orientated W-E 

Table 2: 17th-Century Burials within Trench 1 Oevels are to top of bone) 

Midden deposits were present over the whole of the remaining excavated areas of the 

trench. A greater density of larger limestone pebbles was present in the western 

(higher) part, and it was considered possible that this might represent a formal surface, 
I 

as had been noted elsewhere within the rnidden (Cunliffe 1988, 13). Otherwise the 

layer was reasonably uniform except for an area- context [120]- some 1.20m wide 

extending across the full width of the trench near its eastern end where both soils and 

stones showed evidence of burning, which had almost certainly occurred in situ. 

Without more detailed invasive investigation it is not possible to argue convincingly 

that context [120] is a hearth. 

Only one find (spot located on Fig. 3) was recovered from the midden surface: SF12, a 

sherd of Sarnian Ware pottery dating to the 1st or 2nd century AD. 

4.4.5 Trench 2 (Fig. 4) 

In the westernmost c4.50m ofthe trench, thin soils [215] and [216]- stratigraphically 

earlier than the midden deposits - overlay raised beach deposits and limestone bedrock. 

Although a single, early find (SF21 : a probable Late Bronze Age pottery sherd) was 

recovered from [215], these soils- clay silts with few coarse components- appear to 
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be essentially undisturbed natural deposits. It is not clear whether midden deposits had 

originally extended over the western end of the trench to be subsequently lost by 

truncation, or whether the observed extent of context [220] shown on Fig. 4 reflects 

its original extent. 

Spreads of soil containing human remains associated with the 17th-century cemetery 

were more extensive than had been encountered in Trench 1, with edges that were less 

clearly defined at the level at which machine-stripping and hand-cleaning were halted. 

Four areas of cemetery deposit were located, and are set out in Table 3. 

Human Remains 

n/a 206/208 Two skulls; articulated remains lie at 6.81111 0.75m 
unexposed depths - tibia exposed to E. 
Orientated W-E 

223 nla Fragmentary bone within soil spread 6.42m 0.80m 

nla 209/210 Skulls and long bones; articulated remains 6.40m 0.55m 
may lie at unexposed depths, orientated 
NW-SE 

213 nla Skull, articulated remains may lie at 5.90m 0.55m 
unexposed depths 

Table 3: 17th-Century Burials within Trench 2 Oevels are to top of bone) 

The extent of superficial disturbance from the post-medieval burial activity masking 

midden material (in the case of [223]) or intermixed with it (in the case of (213]) 

makes it difficult to identify variation in the composition of the deposits along the 

trench. Only in one area was a significant difference noted: context (222] , a small 

(1m2
) area of midden deposits, flanked by later disturbance, containing a layer of 

larger, flatter stones up to O.SOm across, which may conceivably have formed a 

deliberate surface. 

The distribution of finds on the mid den surface was sparse, and was skewed towards 

the western half of the trench where disturbance from the later burials was less 
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extensive. Finds included Roman tile (SF18- SF20), and pottery of Iron Age or Late 

Iron Age I Roman date. 

4.4.6 Trench 3 (Fig. 5) 

Some (unquantifiable) loss ofmidden deposit may have been sustained within the 

westernmost 0.80m ofTrench 3, where an apparently undisturbed soil was revealed 

immediately beneath the machine-stripped levels. The base of a modern service trench 

ran along the south baulk of the western end of the trench, with a second shallow 

service trench aligned north - south near its eastern end, both of which had caused 

some superficial disturbance to the upper deposits. 

Human remains relating to the 17th-century cemetery were recorded as shown on 

Table 4. 

Human Remains 

nla 304/305 Skeleton disturbed by services, orientated W-E 7.46m 0.75m 

309 nla Skeleton disturbed by services 7. 1lm 0.75111 

335 n/a Skull, no other obvious remains 6.98m 0.65m 

n/a 310/3 11 Extended, supine skeleton, lower half only, 6.90m 0.55m 
orientated S-N 

n/a 313/314 Skeleton, fragmentary but articulated remains 5.8lm 0.50m 
may lie at unexposed depUts, orientated 
NW-SE 

Table 4: 17th-Century Burials within Trench 3 Oevels are to top of bone) 

Two adjacent, significantly different areas within the midden were recorded: context 

[326], which contained a high proportion of limestone blocks up to 150mm in any 

direction in addition to patches of[colour] clay; and context [334], which contained 

quantities of slate. Stratigraphically (326] underlay [334] and it was considered likely 

that both underlay the main, upper surface of the midden- recorded as [327] -.which 
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was missing at this point. It is possible, therefore, that these two layers are more 

extensively preserved at lower levels not examined during the present exercise. 

Limited examination of the limestone and slate within the deposits suggests that at 

least some of the fragments may have been roughly worked and, whilst not the remains 

of in situ structure, could be rubble deriving from a nearby (late prehistoric or early 

Roman) structure. 

Two conjoining base sherds of a jar of either late Iron Age or early Roman date were 

recovered from layer [334]. Other objects, including a copper alloy bracelet (SF4), an 

early Roman coin (SF6) and pottery including 1st or 2nd century AD Samian ware, 

were recovered from the upper rnidden surface, most particularly from the central part 

of the trench. 

4.5 Trench 4 (Fig. 6) 

4.5.1 Trench 4 was partly excavated through a grass verge separating the car park and the 

roadway. It had been intended that the trench should pass immediately to the north of 

an air raid shelter shown on military plans of cl945. As excavated, however, the 

trench clipped the northern edge of the shelter, the disturbance from which was deep 

enough to expose raised beach deposits underlying the midden. 

4.5.2 Due to the disturbance of the air raid shelter, only a very small area of midden deposit 

was preserved within the area of the trench. This area was further reduced by the 

presence of 17th-century burials (see Table 5). 

4.5.3 As revealed in the edge of the cut for the air raid shelter, the depth ofmidden deposits 

was approximately 0.65m above a probable natural deposit of sterile orange-brown 

clay. A single unidentifiable bronze object fragment (SF3) was recovered from the 

exposed midden surface. 
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Human Remains 

n/a 413/414 Semi-articulated remains in grave cut noted in 6.45m 0.35m 
section 

nla 415/416 Articulated remains in grave cut noted in 6.25m 0.40m 
section 

nla 417/418 Articulated remains in grave cut noted in 6.25m 0.30m 
section 

n/a 419/420 Two partial articulated extended skeletons, 6.05m 0.30m 
orientated W-E 

Table 5: 17th-CenturvBurials within Trench 4 Oevels are to top ofgrave) 

4.6 Trench 5 (Fig. 7) 

4.6.1 Machine-stripping of this trench demonstrated that midden material was present in 

places at a depth of only some 0. ISm below the existing surface, immediately below 

the tarmac and sub-base without any intervening deposits. These layers were 

encountered closest to the surface at the south-western end of Trench 5, and in this 

half of the trench road sub-base was pressed into and mixed with the upper levels of 

the midden. Two unidentifiable fragments from copper alloy objects were recovered 

from this disturbed area, but recognition of any other features within the upper levels 

was not possible due to the degree of disturbance. No attempt was made to excavate 

through these superficial deposits to reveal uncontaminated levels. 

4.6.1 Further to the north I east, some 15m from the south-western end of the trench, the 

road sub-base was noticeably less impacted into the surface of the archaeological 

deposits, and hand-cleaning was able to establish a largely "clean" level to the midden 

at depths varying between 0.30m and 0.45m below the existing road surface. In the 

north-easternmost 6m of the trench, where ·che mid den lay at depths in excess of 0. 50 m 

from the road surface, it was overlain by a thin sterile soil~ it is likely that this soil - to 

be equated with Cunliffe's (1988) Phase 4 Roman to 16th-century accumulations- was 
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originally more extensive, but had been truncated to facilitate road construction in the 

early decades of the present century. 

4.6.2 In the absence of finds from the surface it is difficult to establish the degree of 

truncation undergone by the mid den deposits within Trench 5. A section recorded in 

1981 along what is here labelled as service trench [508] suggested an intact depth of 

midden exceeding 0.15m within the roadway at this point (Gaskell Brown and Hugo 

1983). 

4. 7 Trenches 6 to 8 Inclusive 

4.7.1 These trenches were each excavated in an area of rough grassland reseeded after the 

demolition of military buildings in 1994. Archaeological observation undertaken in this 

part of the site following the lifting of groundslabs and breaking out of brick 

foundations had revealed only extensive deposits of coarse limestone rubble, being 

waste backfilling a former quarry active in the 19th century. Given that cartographic 

evidence suggested this area to be on the very edge of the quarry, and that no 

investigation of the depth of the quarry waste had been undertaken, it was considered 

possible that truncated areas of mid den niight yet survive beneath a superficial capping 

of rubble. 

4. 7.2 Trench 6 was located on the eastern side of the grass plateau on land immediately 

above the tarmac car park area containing Trenches 1 to 3. Redeposited quarry waste 

was removed to expose in situ rnidden deposits and a 17th-century grave cut at a 

depth of some 1.15m below existing ground level (8.88mAOD). Midden deposits in 

this trench were only some 0.12m thick above raised beach material, and, although no 

dating evidence was recovered from the section, it is probable that quarrying activities 

had truncated the upper levels. These observations are consistent with the evidence 

from the western ends of Trenches 1 and 2, and imply that Trench 6 was located on 

the very edge of the modern disturbance. 
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4.7.3 No pre-modern deposits were encountered in either Trench 7 or Trench 8. Within 

Trench 7, a depth of 0 .40m of topsoil sealed in excess of 2m of quarry waste, at which 

depth all traces of any archaeological deposits would have been removed. The profile 

through Trench 8 showed 0.1 Om - 0 .20m of topsoil above a variable depth of quarry 

waste, generally no more than 0.50m thick, which lay directly on top of(truncated) 

limestone bedrock. 

5. COLLECTED FINDS 

5.1 As part of the project design, it had been determined that any archaeological objects 

exposed on the surface of the trenches would be collected, together with any displaced 

items retrieved from the overburden stripping or section cleaning. The original 

intention had been to record objects within a 1m x 1m grid square, but the very low 

density of finds visible on the surface allowed each object to be spot located and 

individu,ally bagged. In all, fifteen pottery sherds, three pieces of tile and five copper 

alloy objects, including a coin and an entire bracelet, were retained. A full gazetteer of 

objects is set out in Table 5, with the location of the finds shown on Fig. 8. 

5.2 No finds were retrieved from the cleaning of the sides ofthe trenches (as revealed by 

the machine-stripping) or from the machine-excavated spoil. The absence of obvious 

finds from these upper levels suggests that there has been little disturbance or 

reworking of the underlying, earlier deposits. 

5.3 Few exposures of pre-midden deposits were examined. The only find from an 

immediately underlying layer was obtained from soil level [215] in Trench 2. On the 

basis of fabric, this single, small sherd of pottery is considered likely to date to the later 

Bronze Age, which would be consistent with the present understanding of the 

chronology of the mid den. 
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5.4 Finds from the surface of the mid den were unevenly distributed across the trenches. A 

majority were obtained from Trench 3 and the northern part of Trench 2. Lower 

densities of finds would have been expected within Trench 4 (severely truncated by an 

air raid shelter) and Trench 5 (where the uppermost surfaces were obscured by 

impacted road base materials), but there are no obvious factors which would explain an 

under-representation in Trench 1 and parts of Trench 2. The comparative absence of 

finds from these parts is not necessarily indicative of the distribution of material 

throughout the whole depth of the midden, however. 

5.5 Finds from two specific contexts within Trench 3 were considered likely to have 

derived from lower levels of mid den deposit in areas where the uppermost levels were 

missing: contexts [324] and [334]. In all, these yielded four sherds of pottery, none of 

which was obviously outside the range of fabrics noted within sherds from the upper 

mid den deposits. It would therefore appear that none of the layers exposed in plan 

was ear'y within the development of the midden. 

5.6 The general date range of finds from the mid den surface was Late Iron Age through to 

the early Roman period, with nothing necessarily later than the end of the 2nd century 

AD. Copper alloy finds include a probable sestertius and a bracelet, whole apart from 

a broken terminal; more detailed identification ofboth items should be possible after 

conservation. Pottery is consistent with the range of forms and fabrics obtained from 

the midden surface in previous exercises (Hawkes 1994); the sandy wares with black 

mica are likely to fall within the range described by Bidwell and Silvester (in Cunliffe 

1988, 43) as South Devon Ware. Specialist advice will be sought on identification and 

sourcing, and the material will ultimately be incorporated into a descriptive scheme for 

all recent pottery finds from Mount Batten. 
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Item Context 

Pottery: Undiagnostic Samian Ware rim (<lg) early RB [ 125] upper midden layer 

2 21 Pottery: coarse quartz sand tempered fabric (6g) LBA [215] ?pre-midden soil 

13 Pottery: Body sherd, coarse micaceous sandy ware (lOg) IA (213) upper midden layer 

14 Pottery: Body sherd, coarse micaceous sandy ware (12g) lA [213] upper midden layer 

18 Tile: (78g) RB [220] upper middenlaycr 

19 Tile: (28g) RB [220] upper midden layer 

20 Tile: (42g) RB [220] upper midden layer 

22 Pottery: Body sherd, micaceous grey sandy ware with black (220] upper middenlayer 
burnished external surface (18g) LIA I RB 

3 10 Pottery: Base sherd, micaceous sandy ware, external burnish [334] lower midden layer 
(32g) LIA I RB. Conjoins sherd SF 16 

16 Pottery: Base sherd, micaceous sandy ware, external burnish [334] lower midden layer 
( l6g) LIA I RB. Conjoins sherd SF 10 

11 Pottery: Body sherd, micaceous fine sandy ware (4g) LIA I RB [324] lower midden layer 

17 Pottery: Body sherd, micaceous fine sandy ware (2g) LIA I RB [324] lower midden layer 

4 Cu Alloy Bracelet, penannular ribbon-strip with marginal [327] upper midden layer 
oblique grooves. Diam 650nmt, width 5mm. LIA I RB 

5 Pottery: coarse Samian Ware bowl rim (17g) RB prob AD C2 [327] upper middenlayer 

6 Cu Alloy Coin: lllegiblc ?sestertius AEl (25Imn). Early RB [327] upper middenlayer 

7 Pollery: Jar rim, micaceous quartz sandy ware (6g) LIA I RB [327J upper middcn layer 

8 Pottery: Body sherd, micaceous coarse· sandy ware (7g) LIA (327] upper midden layer 

9 Pottery: Body sherd, faint lattice decoration, thick-\valled [327] upper midden layer 
micaceous sandy ware (19g) RB 

15 Pollery: Bowl rim, burnished micaceous sandy ware (Sg) LIA [327] upper middcn layer 
I early RB 

23 Pottery: coarse Smnian Ware rim (9g) RB prob AD C2 [327] upper midden layer 

4 3 Cu Alloy Object: hollow tube made from thin sheet, 4Imn [422] midden layer 
diameter. Incomplete. ?RB 

5 1 Cu Alloy Object: mount or chape fragment. ?RB (506] midden layer 

2 Cu Alloy Object: fragment, possibly from clasp. ?RB (506] midden layer 

Table 5: Summarv o{Recorded Finds: Key: LBA = Late Bronze Age; lA = Iron Age; 
LIA = Late Iron Age; RB = Romano-British 
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6. RECENTACTIVITYONTHEEVALUATION AREA 

6.1 The later history of the Zone D evaluation area can be traced through a series of maps, 

most particularly sets of military plans from 1917 onwards which show a succession of 

buildings which formerly occupied the site. An Air Ministry plan of 1945 (included 

here as Fig. 9, with the addition of building numbers as allocated in the AC 

archaeology archive) shows the military development within this area at almost its 

greatest extent. Significant structures east ofthe evaluation area (beneath the present 

concrete apron) removed prior to 1945 have also been indicated: Building 247 of 

unknown function, present in 1917 but demolished by 1931; Building 200, the former 

Castle Inn, first recorded in this location in 1842, replaced by a new building on the 

site of what is now the former Sergeants' Mess building in 1882, and the old structure 

demolished by 1917. It is not known whether archaeologically important layers ever 

extended into these locations, nor what impact, if any, those structures would have had 

on early, deposits. One other structure, Building 250, present in 1917 and described as 

an Ablution Hut, is located in the exact position of the air raid shelter (ARS) shown on 

the 1945 plan immediately east ofthe CTO Office (Building 43). 

6.2 Three of the larger structures, Buildings 41, 42 and 43, survived on site until 1994. 

The observation of those buildings was archaeologically monitored, and the survival of 

midden material exposed by the removal of groundslabs and mortared-brick footings 

trenches recorded (Hawkes 1994). It had been anticipated that the two structures 248 

and 249, demolished in 1961, would have been encountered in Trenches 1, 2 and 3 and 

would prove to have been of similar construction. However, detailed consideration of 

Fig. 9 indicates that Buildings 248 and 249 are somewhat narrower, and it may be that 

they were therefore of less substantial build. Certainly there was no evidence for any 

terracing, footings or groundslabs related to those structures, and reference to detailed 

military plans (some of which include levels related to Ordnance Survey benchmarks) 

suggests that, as levels across the existing tarmac car park surface are little changed 

since 1917, that foundations will not have been lost through terracing. It is therefore 

considered likely that Buildings 248 and 249 rested on light foundations, perhaps piers 
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rather than continuous walls or groundbeams. Whatever the design of the foundations 

might have been, their impact on the underlying deposits was negligible. 

6.3 Figure 9 also shows a series of three air raid shelters (ARS) between Buildings 41 I 42, 

42 I 249 and 249 I 248. The form and nature of these structures is unknown, but it is 

probable that the substantial modern disturbance [230], an irregular cut lined with 

corrugated iron sheeting in the central part of Trench 2, is the remains of one such 

shelter. Removal of mid den deposits within the footprint of these structures would be 

expected to be total. 

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

7.1 The Extent of the Late Prehistoric I Roman Midden Deposits 

7.1.1 The knqwn and inferred extent of the midden deposits within ZoneD as currently 

understood is shown on Fig. 10. This is based on the results of observations and 

investigations up to and including the present evaluation. As a result of this latest 

exercise, it is now possible to indicate the extent of the 19th-century quarrying across 

former military buildings 41 and 42 to a degree of accuracy in the order of ±5m. Some 

continuation northwards towards the former Sergeants' Mess is indicated by results 

from the 1993 contamination survey test pit HA13(TP), where in situ midden deposits 

about 0.50m thick were encountered. 

7.1.2 Elsewhere within ZoneD, the full extent of the midden to the east of the area 

evaluated remains unknown, although there is no obvious reason why such deposits 

should not be expected to continue beneath the concrete apron towards the Clovelly 

Bay shoreline. Current estimates that Roman sea levels in Plymouth Sound were in the 

order of 2. 50m lower than they are at present (K. Watson pers comm) suggest that 

land at that time would have extended well beyond the present low water mark, and 

that therefore terrestrial midden deposits could yet survive within (or beneath) any 

undredged and unsecured silt deposits within Clovelly Bay. 
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7.2 Composition and Survival of the Midden and Associated Deposits 

7.2.1 The scope of works for the observation and recording exercise during demolition and 

the project design for field evaluation have both avoided intrusive investigation of 

pre-modern deposits, and there have been few instances where the full depth of the 

mid den has been exposed in the sides of modern cuttings. Even where the underlying 

raised beach deposits, natural clay or bedrock has been revealed in these late 

disturbances, the possibility that the uppermost levels have been truncated can rarely 

be excluded. There are few reliable indicators to depth, and the descriptions of profiles 

recording by Cunliffe (1988, 12 et seq) remain the most detailed record of the 

composition of the midden. Evidence from the present Trenches 3 and 4 would 

suggest that the thickness of archaeologically significant (pre-18th century) deposits is 

some 0.80m (depending on truncation), of which between 0.35m and 0.50m might 

properly be described as midden material (ie those layers containing significant 

amount~ of shell waste). Present evidence does not allow variations of thickness 

across the site to be calculated. 

7.2.2 Without careful excavation through the midden and associated deposits, it is 

impossible to identify the individual surfaces which Cunliffe recognised, or to follow 

them across the site. Correlation of deposits between evaluation trenches and other 

observations can be achieved only at a very basic level by reference to the composition 

of the layers and the included finds . The shell-rich deposits characteristic of the upper 

midden have been encountered across the general area except within the interior of 

Building 43 (where the removal of the groundslab exposed only the overlying Roman 

and later soils), and in restricted areas of the evaluation trenches where truncation had 

exposed early or pre-midden soils. The chronology of the site (Late Bronze Age to 

early Roman) cannot be further refined on the basis of the results obtained from the 

evaluation. 
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7.3 The Extent of the 17th-Century Cemetery 

7.3.1 The extent ofthe 17th-century cemetery (Gaskell Brown in Cunliffe 1988, 4) has not 

been adequately defined, although recent investigations do not show it extending 

beyond the extent of the midden within ZoneD: no burials have been noted during 

decommissioning and infrastructure works since 1993 beneath or south and east of the 

spine road, either within midden deposits or elsewhere. Figure 11 sets out the location 

of the 37 graves and burials recorded during recent work: four from Cunliffe's (1988) 

Trench 1; thirteen from observations ofthe demolition ofBuildings 41 and 43; one 

from the contamination survey test pit HA13(TP); nineteen from the present 

evaluation. Numerous other burials have been recorded over the years, and Hodgson's 

report to the Plymouth Museum and Art Gallery in the 1920s states that "some 70 or 

80 skeletons have been found buried in regular rows about 3' apart, sometimes closer, 

both in and adjacent to the midden". 

7.3.2 The uncovering and recognition of skeletal remains is likely to be uneven across the 

areas examined. As an example, graves and human bone were only recognised within 

the deeper foundation trenches ofBuilding 43, but were not visible within the central 

portion of that structure where the removal of the ground slab may not have exposed 

sufficiently deep levels. Superficial deposits of quarry waste may similarly have 

masked burials within Buildings 41 and 42. It is therefore not possible to establish the 

density of burials across the Zone or verify the spacings suggested by Hodgson; 

however, the variety of orientations exhibited by burials observed during this 

evaluation would suggest that the cemetery was not wholly regular in its layout. 

Likely Impacts and Implications of Construction 

7.4.1 This section addresses the likely impact on the archaeological deposits of two 

proposals: the rebuilding I resurfacing of the existing roadway adjacent to the hangar; 

the construction of a building within the area of the tarmac car park examined by 

Trenches 1 to 3 inclusive. 
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7.4.2 No 17th-century burials have been identified within the roadway by Trench 5, although 

the presence of midden material was recorded along its entire length. Truncation was 

evidently greatest at the western end of the trench, with road sub-base directly 

impacted into the midden surface. The effect of stripping and downcutting into any 

part ofthe roadway can be gauged by reference to Fig. 7. In summary, the removal of 

existing sub-base will inevitably involve the disturbance of mid den deposits in the 

eastern end of the trench. The depth at which mid den deposits are encountered 

increases progressively downslope to the west, but any excavation deeper than 0.50m 

from present levels will remove archaeological layers across the whole length of the 

roadway. 

7.4.3 Within the tarmac car park area, any general reduction oflevels beyond 0.30m below 

present ground surface may disturb grave fills ofthe 17th-century cemetery, 

encount~ring human remains at depths of c0.50m and below. The uppermost surviving 

surfaces of the mid den are likely to be present at a similar depth (ie in the vicinity of 

0.50m and below). 
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FIGURES 

Key to Figs. 3 to 5 inclusive: 

Oc9 Limestone Rubble 

, . .,.'I Human Bone 

l41t \\\- ~I Clay 

" Slate 

& Find Number (see Table 5) 

1-o.oom I Depth below existing ground surface to top of 

archaeological deposits 

Other conventions are as described on the drawings 
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APPENDIX I 



ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD EVALUATION 
MOUNT BATTEN DEVELOPMENT AREA ZONED 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT DESIGN 

L. Archaeological Background 

A number of important archaeological discoveries have been made on and adjacent to the 
Mount Batten peninsula. Principal amongst these is the later Bronze Age to early Iron Age I 
Romano-British midden which has produced a significant assemblage of metalwork, pottery 
and ecofactual data, interpreted by the excavator as evidence for a significant international 
trading port (Cunliffe 1988 Mount Batten Plymouth -A Prehistoric and Roman Port Oxford 
University Committee for Archaeology Monog. 26). Elsewhere on the headland, other 
features of note include the 17th-century artillery fort and 17th-century cemetery area on the 
slopes overlooking Clovelly Bay. 

In the 19th century a late Iron Age or early Roman cemetery, comprising an unknown number 
of graves, was discovered on the ridge of Stamford Hill. Other, potentially contemporary, 
zones and phases of activity are indicated by two hoards of Celtic coins (precise provenance 
within Mount Batten unknown) and late prehistoric finds from Turnchapel and the general 
area around Hooe Lake. The archaeological context of the Mount Batten site has been 
summarised by Cunliffe (ibid). An area encompassing the midden, the artillery fort, and Iron 
Age I Romano-British cemetery is a designated scheduled ancient monument SAM 10506. 

2. Previous and Current Work 

Cunliffe (1983) has reported on the formal investigations into the rnidden areas carried out in 
the late 1970s and 1980s, and on the long history of casual finds of prehistoric date made on 
the RAF base which has occupied the peninsula since 1913. His report also includes a 
reassessment ofthe Stamford Hill cemetery. 

In 1993, AC archaeology was commissioned by Plymouth City Council to prepare an 
archaeological appraisal document immediately prior to the decommissioning and partial 
demolition of the RAF base (Richards 1993 Mount Batten Plymouth UDC Scheme: 
Archaeological Assessment AC archaeology Document 12931210 ). This initial contract- lo 
assemble and reassess existing archaeological information for the site - was a largely 
desk-based exercise, augmented by a detailed site walkover and limited geophysical I 
geotechnical survey. 

The results of the preliminary appraisal were used to develop a deposit model and resource 
profile for the site, indicating the likely nature and extent of surviving archaeological 
stratigraphy. This found immediate practical application in the preparation of mitigation 
strategies to accompany applications for scheduled monument consent for a range of 
(non-archaeological) activities: contaminated land survey; marine structures refurbishment; 
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geoteclmical works; demolition of redundant structures; construction of spine road and related 
infrastructure. Between 1993 and 1995 there has been a substantial archaeological input to 
undertake aspects of the work and to observe and record contractors' operations in connection 
with those schemes. In addition, prior field evaluation has been carried out in three areas 
(Zone A - substantially the former playing fields adjacent to the Turnchapel entrance; Zone B -
the course of the spine road passing to the south of the hangars), with an area excavation was 
carried out at the site ofthe newly-constructed roundabout on the spine road (now designated 
Zone E). Evaluation is currently in progress within Zone C, an area on the lower Stamford 
slopes adjacent to the former Officers' Mess. 

3. The Rationale for Evaluation 

Zone D comprises an area within the Scheduled Ancient Monument immediately west or 
north-west of the existing hangars (Fig. 1). Previous work, particularly observations made 
during the demolition contract, has clarified the extent of the midden and associated late 
prehistoric to Roman deposits recorded by Cunliffe; a total of 620m2 was exposed beneath 
three buildings, of which c315m2 was redeposited quany waste, c 105m2 was exposed or 
truncated limestone bedrock, and c200m2 apparently in situ archaeological deposits. 
Subsequent monitoring during clearance and construction of the spine road has enabled further 
observations of midden deposits in the area of the new roadway and beneath part of the 
now-demolished former NAAFI. As a result of this work, the western and southern limits of 
the in situ occupation material can now be defined with a good degree of accuracy (Fig. 2). 

Less apparent is the extent to which archaeological deposits may be expected to survive to the 
north on the slope down towards the Cattewater, where, to date, no invasive works have been 
undertaken during the decommissioning and redevelopment programme. Neither is it clear to 
what extent archaeological deposits might be expected to survive beneath the existing 
roadway along the north-eastern end of the hangars. To the north-west, there must remain 
some uncertainty as to whether truncated deposits survive beneath areas of quany waste 
identified during the monitoring of the demolition contract works. 

The present proposals have been designed to address the above points by means of minimally 
invasive trenching which will explicitly not remove pre-modem deposits. Undertaking the 
evaluation at this time wilt serve two purposes: 

1. the investigations will clarify the extent of the archaeological deposits in areas 
where there has been no previous opportunity for investigation in advance of the 
English Heritage re-scheduling exercise proposed for early 1996; 

2. the evaluation will provide information on the quality, importance, extent, nature 
and survival of archaeological deposits for an area within which development options 
are under active consideration. 

------·---·----
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4. Evaluation Proposals 

4.1 Areas for Investigation 

The intended location of machine trenches is shown on Fig. 3; the table below set out the 
intended dimensions of all trenches. Minor relocation of the trenches on the ground may be 
necessary to avoid services. 

Trenches aligned up- and downslopc across larmac car 
park, formerly site of barrack buildings 

Cross-slope trench 

Trench along existing tarmac roadway 

Trenches to establish full depth of quarry waste 

' • 

4.2 Working Method 

Trl 

Tr2 

Tr3 

Tr4 

Tr5 

Tr6 

Tr7 

Tr8 

Trench Dimensions Total Area 
Excavated 

25mx 1.4m 

2511\ X 1.4m 

25m x 1.4m 

lOmx 1.4m 

50mx 1.4m 

5mx 1.4m 

Smx 1.4m 

Smx 1.4m 

Total 

Trenches 1 to 5 inclusive will be opened by mechanical excavator working under constant 
archaeological supervision to remove tarmac and sub-base. Exposed levels will then be hand 
cleaned onto the surface of any archaeological deposits (or onto natural subsoils I geology if 
no archaeological deposits are present). Only modern intrusions will be excavated by hand (ex 
redundant service trenches, former building footings) to provide sections through 
archaeological deposits. It is known that Trenches 1, 2, and (probably) 3 will each cross the 
footprint of two demolished barrack structures of identical form to those which stood 
immediately to the south on midden deposits. Areas where archaeological deposits are 
exposed in plan will be planned at 1:20 or at a larger scale if the complexity of deposits 
indicates that this would be advisable. Exposed sections will be drawn at 1: 10 following 
cleaning by hand sufficient only to clarifY details of stratigraphy. Artefacts will be retrieved 
from the cleaned surface, their location recorded horizontally to within 1 m. Any artefacts 
recovered from exposed sections during cleaning will be assigned, as far as possible, to their 
specific location on the section drawing. 

Trenches 6, 7 and 8 are located in areas previously recorded as quarry waste, but where there 
has been no invasive excavation to establish the depth of disturbance. Trenches will be 
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machine dug under constant archaeological supervision, and, in the absence of archaeological 
deposits, will be excavated to expose bedrock deposits or to a depth of2.5m In the event that 
archaeological deposits are present, their treatment will follow that proposed for Trenches 1 to 
5. 

During the investigations, areas of archaeological sensitivity shown on Fig. 2 as Areas of 
Midden or Other Deposits not surfaced by tannac or concrete (ie those areas under reseeded 
grass) will be fenced and demarcated out of bounds to vehicles and plant. 

Prior to completion of fieldwork, discussions will be held with the City Archaeological Ofllcer 
and representatives of English Heritage (if appropriate) to determine whether, in the light of 
archaeological deposits revealed, any special methods or materials should be used in the 
backfilling of the site. In any case, the backfilling of trenches will be constantly supervised by 
archaeological staff. 

The results will be set out in an evaluation report, copies to be made available to the Plymouth 
Development Corporation, the Plymouth City Archaeological Officer and English Heritage as 
soon as practicable (and not later than four weeks) following completion of the fieldwork . 
The finds and records will be incorporated in the archives currently being prepared for Mount 
Batten archaeological project eventually to be deposited with the City Museum. 

4.3 Staffing 
I 

The project will be directed by Jolm Hawkes BA MlF A, partner of AC archaeology, who is 
currently Project Manager for the on-going archaeological works at Mount Batten. The 
evaluation will be supervised in the field by Julian Cotton BA AlFA of AC archaeo!oJ:;)', who 
is currently supetvising other archaeological works in connection with the Mount Batten 
project. 

Other staff will be provided from AC archaeology's field team: it is envisaged that a total of 
three persons in addition to the Site Supervisor will be required for a one to two week period 
in the field. Numbers will vary depending on the circumstances encountered. 

AC archaeology may sub-contract certain aspects of the evaluation to external specialists, all 
of whom have worked with the company on previous exercises: 

Conservation - Wiltshire County Council Conservation Laboratory; 
Prehistoric or Roman metalwork - Mark Corney (RCHM(E)) . 

Other finds categories will be dealt with in-house, although advice may be sought from 
external specialists in the event that suspected imported late prehistoric or Roman pottery is 
recovered (it is in any case intended to approach Lisa Brown, who has experience of similar 
assemblages from Hengistbury Head in Dorset, to olTer comment on material recovered from 
the investigation of the midden deposits disturbed during the demolition contract) . 

-------------------------------------
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